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The Patriot's Part Is To
Buy More Than Before

AWARDED FIRST PRIZE FOR
EDITORIAL EXCELLENCE, 1944

Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, June
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The Old Order Still
Is Popular Here
"Princeton is still a country town and
its parking is just like, the people want
to be", said a Kiwanian at last week's meeting—during open discussion of a board of
directors' resolutions requesting enforcement of city ordinances governing automobile traffic in town. - —
The discussion brought out the fact that
parking in the business district is made
more difficult by merchants and their employes parking their cars in front of their
places of business all day, thus depriving
customers of a place to stop while shopping.
In most towns of any size, where parking
has becoming increasingly difficult as automobiles have multiplied, there is a time
limit for parking cars in the busiest sections of the trading area.
This, it seems to us, would go fir toward
eliminating the trouble here.
If Main street business folk could be induced to park off the principal thorofare,
the spaces their cars have been occupying
would be available for their customers, for
farm people and others who drive to the
heart of the day to attend to business, and
then go elsewhere. If the period for such
parking were limited to 30 minutes in one
place, or to one hour, parking would be
easier and business would be benefitted, as
would the flow of traffic.
But after all, as the speaker quoted above
said, Princeton is still very much a country
town. Its parking practices just about suit
most of its people, since they indulge in
themselves
habits
horse-and-bugg-days
behavior
such
to
object
cannot
hence,
and
in others.
The habits of many generations cannot
be quickly changed; hence, we see drivers
of automobiles stop in the middle of a busy
downtown street to hold a conversation
with a friend, oblivious to the fact that other drivers behind them are impeded in their
course.
We see cars parked any way and every
way, with motors running and with engines

killed; we see large commercial vehicles
parked all night on our streets without
lights, constituting a deadly menace to
drivers who, because of aging eyes and bifocal spectacles, do not see any too well in
darkness.
We see a great many -persons cutting
across the wrong side of the street .. .into
the lane where cars going the opposite direction have right-of-way, to turn a corner or to pass another vehicle.
We see nearly every car driver who signals at all languidly thrust an arm out his
car window to indicate a •turn or a stop,
without the slightest regard, or. perhaps
it is knowledge, what his signaling implies.
A great deal of this trouble comes, of
course, because we are too careless about
granting drivers' licenses without requiring
proper education in traffic regulations.
Parking rules are violated too because we
do not have . . . and cannot afford, enough
police officers to educate all the drivers
about these rules, for their own and other
persons' protection.
But, when all is said and done, Princeton,
an old county seat of an agricultural community, with many persons still around who
remember the days when there were no
automobiles and who still indulge in the
customs and habits of those less hectic days,
with a limited parking area and no public
parking lots in the downtown section . . . .
is a town not yet approaching readiness for
enforcement of modern traffic ordinance
which would surely put upon a vast majority of its automobile operators restrictions
they would not understand and inconveniences to which they would be wholly opposed.
The Kiwanis resolution died . . . because
most of those present were- not in sympathy
with it.
Until we become conscious of a need to
change the old order for a new, the horseand-buggy influence will continue to dominate our parkihg habits, as.well as a great
many other present-day practices here.

Yes, Mr. President!
Jews are people; and, in all humanity, it
is high time ... nay the limit has been
stretched, for Christian people who profess
faith and hope and charity to get action in
Washington toward saving the remnant of
European jewry which remains.
Between 4 million and 5 million European
Jews have been killed in Hitler's insane
holohaust since August 1942, when the Nazi
extermination campaign began.
Last week, President Roosevelt told his
press conference he was considering conversion of an army camp in this country into a
"free port" for refugees . . . as he charged
Germans, knowing now they have lost the
war, with deliberate intention of wiping out
all Jews, as well as other peoples of the conquered nations.
"Free pot".-have been established 14'
Franco for those, who were able to :get across the frontiers of Spain. Turkey, sole

hope now of the Jews of the Balkans, refrains from offering temporary haven to the
sorest oppressed people this Earth ever saw
because the United States, bound in red tape
and stricken by temerity, has not set the
example.
If Mr. Roosevelt sought a sounding board,
because this is an election year or for any
other reason, the Christian citizens of this
Nation ought to rise as one man and let him
know that such a simple and inexpensive
act of charity as he has in mind, to offer
brief sanctuary to some of the European
Jews who still have life left in their bodies,
will cost him or whoever he favors no votes
in November.
The world needs charity as never before
And what better way is open for
Christians to show charity now to the people
from whom they borrowed the religion in
which they take such comfort?

OTHER EDITORS SAY:

Parents Have Major Responsibility
All this talk of juvenile delinquency continues to be chiefly a matter of lack of
supervision of the child's life by the park
ents, at some point during the way from
birth to maturity. The simple truth of the
matter is: Many parents shirk this responsibility, or else set the wrong example of
conduct before their children.
Not all juvenile delinquency can be cured
by parental supervision and example, but
most of it will disappear under those favorable conditions.
This position is substantiated in an educational film produced by the Aetna Life Affiliated companies. At the expense of giving
this concern some free advertising, we are
publishing the ten suggestions given in the
film for the curbing of juvenile delinquency,
as follows:
1. Keep small children supervised. If
you must be away from home all day, place
small children in community care centers,
or also-where they will be in the care of
competent supervisors.
2. Know your children's companions.
If you move to a new neighborhood, meet
the parents of the boys and girls with
whom your children are playing.
3. Raise your children to respect the
law. Teach them that the policeman is
-their friend.
4. Encourage your children to read good
literature. Subscribe to wholesome magazines, and have them join your local public

library.
5. Teach boys and girls the true value
of thrift. Have them start their own savings accounts and buy their own war.
stamps and bonds.
6. Help your children find hobbies,
amusement and entertainment in the home.
Encourage them to bring their friends to
your house.
7. Meet your 'teen-age' daughters' dates.
Learn something of their background,
character and asociations.
8. Get acquainted with your children's
teskhers. Check with them frequently regarding your boys' and girls' attendance
attitude, and progress in school.
9. Join your local Parent-Teacher Association, Attend meetings regularly and
take an active part in the programs.
10. Whatever your religious faith, train
your children to attend church services
regularly. Set a good example by going
with them as much as possible.
(Corbin Daily Tribune).
"I'm against Roosevelt—he's made too
many mistakes," we heard a man on the
street say the other day. The statement has
a ring of truth, for the President has made
mistakes, but we are wonddring if the
speaker ever realized that in spite of these
errors Mr. Roosevelt has been right most of
the time. In fact, he has been right far more
often than those who are so bitterly criticizing him.—The Southwestern.
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Pennryile PostscriptsBY G" iti* 13*
Money "in circulation" in the ES
now amounts to 22 billion dollars . .
.. but a great deal of it is in hiding,
being hoarded by individuals impervious to the War Bond appeals. Uncle
Sam may at length be forced to use
a compulsory investment plan.
/Pk
Alvin Lisanby, expressing amazement at the wide circulation of The
Leader, told me Tuesday he had received queries from many points . .
one man telephoning him from
Louisville, in response to his classified ad listing farm implements for
sale. The Leader perhaps doesn't
have as large circulation as in the
days when it was the only newspaper in this field . . .but probably it
has greater reader interest due to
features
modernization, pictures,
and, we humbly hope, editorial effort.
11111
In another Kentucky town about
the size of Princeton five persons
were arrested 'last week by city
policemen for not working. The arrests were upon order of the county judge, who recently ruled that
"all persons either have to work or
go to jail."
The five included one woman.
who was given a 10-day jail sentence when she was tried in police
court. The four men were fined
$17.50 and given five days in jail,
each. The police judge_ warned all
persons caught loafing in that town
they would be arrested for vagrancy, given fines and jail sentences.
"If they serve their terms and
then refuse to go to work, they will
be arrested a second time and given
60-day sentences. The sentence will
be 60 days each time they are
caught aftet the first offense, the
judge said."

ments, was declared the best he hadever seen by Bill Potter, Scout executive for the Western Kentucky
Area Council.
Elbert McCaslin, Saul and Marvin
Pogrotsky went to St. Louis on
business early Wednesday morning.
It is barely possible they may see
the Browns perform . . . also, that
Marvin will get some new duds to
start college in.
Johnny Graham is without his secretary this week . . . she went with
her hubby, Cliff Wood, for a vacation at Mammoth Cave National Park
. . . Delightful place where nights
are cool enough to require cover and
there is plenty to do, if your energy
is abundant. For a vacation near
home, Mammoth Cave is ideal.
With regret this observer of today's scene has reached the conclusion that most parents have forgotten it is as itnportant to teach
their children what to read as how
to read. Certainly, there is no ,time
in life when right reading is so important as in childhood.
- Dick Gregory told "Our Christian
Friend" L. G. Cox the other day he
ought to come to The Leader and see
the automatic press in operation because it is just like one of those fantastic robots Rube Goldberg used to
draw for his famous comic strip, doing the impossible with apparent
ease.
Madalyn Robards, office worker at
The Leader a short time, is still taking examinations at Washington, D.
C., where she currently is .a Navy
employe. Madalyn hopes to get under Civil Service, land a good and

permanent spot with Uncle Sam.
And is plenty .efficient to do it too.
Success in business today consists
of making more money to meet ob
ligations you wouldn't have if you
didn't have so much money; which is
why a good many fellers have decided not to work so hard these jittery
war days.

THINK ON THIS
There are already many proposals
concerning the future of Germany.
What should be the tests or qualities
of such proposals? A distifiguished,
group of American church leaders,
who, if they have their way, would
ask this decisive question: "Will this
policy prepare the German people
for a constructive part in Europe's
life 10 years from now or will its
chief effect be to keep Germany a
center of infection at the heart of
Europe?"
In a notable "Statement on the
Peace Settlement in Europe with
Special Reference to- Germany," this
group, appointed by the Commission
on a Just and Durable Peace of the
Federal Council of churches, yet
which speaks on its own authority,
thrusts out'four great principles on
which the United Nations can expect
to build a constructive Germany.
The first of these rules out revenlge. Germany would be required
to aid in the reconstruction of property destroyed by her armies, -and
to return art treasures and other
stolen loot. But this group declares
that this must all be done in a comparably short time for they insist
• there must be no long period of
reparation. "The discipline of German,y because of crimes she has
' committed should not be controlled
by a spirit of vindictiveness but by
concern for European recifivery and
peke."'
The second of these principles de-

personnel and gun•positier,
fire up to 500 rounds a r:
emergency, usually is fired
bursts of about 40 aimed
minute, and has an effect,.
of about 1,000 yards.
,
Mounted on scout or
cars and personnel carrier,
comes an effective
weapon. Weighing 84 po,..
tripod 40 pounds Or rn,
gun's hard for the infant:
carry over difficult groun.:
best suited to placement in ;
defensive positions.
A banker's publication s..* 7.
are songs that never die , ,
isn't the radio's fault.
New slogan of the Marines 4
South Pacific: "Home or
'47."

John N. F
cidedly opposes the separatus
Germany into several states be
firms the need to include her
the federation of Europe. Tha
sound suggestion, for a nation
right to exist as a separate
within a larger one, so long N
contributes to the whole.
The third principle is that
policy in dealing with G.
should be calculated to a'-the forces inside Germany
are committed to freedom
ternational cooperation." ".•
signers of this. document be
"millions of Germans have
deeply corrupted ' by Nat.,.
that the setting aright of •
tional life should be prima'
own work.
Finally they hold that
rective and . precautionary
are taken to end the rr,
Nazism and militarism in r.
efforts should be made to e7
people of Germany to find
selves the necessary econor
tions for a good life."
These are wise rules to
our attitude toward the C.,
tion, and it is wise that the
Christ rally to the support
a righteous program. By
tude we each contribute •
tract from, such a plan. IAt
clearly about the importar
cisions relating to the for
a lasting peace.

Russell Dyche, one of the most
popular presidents the Kentucky
Press Association has had in recent
years and now State parks director,
was a very welcome visitor at our
office last week, on his way to inspect the two parks near Dawson
Springs. Newspaper folk, familiar
with Russell's energy, ability and
love of Kentucky's attractions, are
expecting him to make a fine record
in his new job.
No city-wide canvass was made
for the Boy Scouts in the recent
campaign here, only those persons
and firms which have manifested
interest in the movement heretofore
being solicited. The response was
generous and encouraging to those
who made the appeal, indicating
anew that this is a good, sound
community where folks recognize
beneficial influences and approve
them.
1111
The Boy Scout Court of Honor
held at the Coon Memorial Library
here June 9, at which members of
Rrinceton's two troops won promotions and merit badges for achieve-

Names In
The News
(By Associated Press)
BR1CQUEBEC. French city in
central portion of Cherbourg penisuIa. Rhymes with Meek-deck.
LA HAYE DU PUITS. French city
in southwest part of Cherbourg penisula. Rhymes with Ma-pay-to-we.
FOLIGNO. Italian city northwest
of Rome. Rhymes with So-lean-so.
LES PIEUX. French city in central
westerk part of Cherbourg penisula.
Rhymes with May-see-her.
- KARELIAN, isthmus north of
Leningrad, going from Lake Ladoga
to Gulf of Finland. Rhymes with
Ma-real-yarn.
CAEN. French city between Cherbourg and La Havre. Pronounced
KAHN.
ROUEN. French city south east
of Dieppe. Rhymes with Rue-on.
SEINE. French river emptying
into the sea at LaHavre. Rhymes
with yen.
°RN& French river emptying into
the sea from the northern coast of
France. Rhymes with corn.
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ligatea#N#say*
anvmdedsok•br?
Never mind the sympathy—he doesn't ing your fun share of War Bonds in the
want itl In his mind, he did his duty, Fifth War Loan. Don't expect credit—
and part of his duty was stopping an you can't match bis sacrifice by merely
enemy bullet.

lending your money.But don't be ashamed,
..
You have a duty, too, In this war. •
ettner—if you've done your duty,you've
Part, of your duty Is to buy
shown your gratitude—the
War Bonds with every dime

way he wants you to.

and dollar you can.

Say "thanks' to every
American soldier—double
the Bonds you bought before.

So simply aay "thanks* to
a wounded soldier, by buy-

VIUNF
&eh*efeare.BUY MORE THAN BEFORE

Service Insurance Agency

•
unty Agent's News From The Pas
Column
j. F. Graham

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost 40 years ago and recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files
of Twice-A-Week Leader of th&e years will be published as a
regular Leader feature. The articles are reproduced just as the
Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote
them

Bodies Of Jap

By Cooperation
Still Rot On Tarawa
BETIO ISLAND, Tarawa—(/P)--Leslie county 4-H Club memBones of Imperial Japanese ma- bers saved approximately $700
rines still mingle with the rust- by buying chicks cooperatively,
ing wreckage of amphibious tanks according to County Agent S. M.
and landing craft on the sands of
Cook. A goal of 10,000 chicks for
Tarawa where American Marines
fought one of the bloodiest bat- 4 H club boys and girls was set
tles on the Pacific last November. up early in the year, but by
Most of the Japanese were June 1 a total of 16,000 had been
buried, but visitors on the beach- bought. A truckload of 7,000
VS gill scuff hie occasiones1 ribhL chicks was distributed in one
day. Losses hatee been small, and
hips and thighs,
most of the club members are
"recipe" to be obtained of any well satisfied with their flocks,
county agent, of direct, from the Mr. Cook said.
College of Agriculture, at LexingThirteen farmers in Daviess
ton.
Copper oxide, a relatively new county now have fertilizer atmaterial ("Copper Oxide-yel- tachments to tractor plows.
low")needs no recipe, but merely County Agent John E. McClure
dissolve it in water, a teaspoon says farmers generally are using
to a gallon. As no lime is used more fertilizer, many of them
DEMOCRATIC
OFFICIALS—Gov. with it, "lime injury" (on tomato- applying 700 to 1,000 pounds to
KERR TALKS TALKS WITH
Robert S. Kerr, of Oklahoma (center), favored for keynoter of es and the watermelon crops) the acre oi tobacco, and liberal
the Democratic national convention in Chicago next month, talks does not occur.
amounts under corn.
with Robert E. Hannegan (left), of St. Louis, Mo., chairman of
Angeles,
Los
of
Pauley,
A.
Edward
and
committee,
the national
Calif., treasurer of the group, before a meeting of arrangements
committee in Chicago, Ill.,(AP Wirephoto).

series of two artad of a
Copeland, Ei.itheni.7
Princeton, Ky.. March 9, 1909. Morgan, Melville Akin, •Bertie
Lynn
by
dairyman, College of Agr- Will Hollowell and Mary Lou Dollar went Over to Hopkinsville
Nichols, colored, were arrested to see the play, "The Man of The
and _Home Economics.
- the most yesterday
—ily
on the
charge- of Hour." Walter -Tow-Ory
p-roteinis usua
. was also
for stealing two setting hens from with the party. Misses Melville
• 'ye part of the feed
dairymen should take fu 1 Sanford Baker in West Princeton Akin and Bertie Dollar remained
tar of the cheap protein last Friday night. The hens were in that city for a few days as the
• ed pasture. Too ofte setting in boxes at Mr'. Baker's guest of Miss Mary West.
con- home and the theives took
• • •
hens,
feed a grain mixture
much IllOre protein than eggs, nests and boxes, but did
Princeton, Ky. April 6, 1909.
. not get to keep them very
ed for cows on pastur.
long, Mary Sue Smith entertained a
percentages needed with as Mr. Baker found where they number of her little friends Sat.
are
were yesterday and took them afternoon at her home on South
res of different quality
back home. The negroes are in Jefferson street, the occasion be, in the following list:
ing in honor of her seventh
cent needed: on excelle t the lock-up awaiting trail.
• • •
-e, 10 to 12; on good pas birthday. Tho young in years,
14
pasture,
fair
Princeton, Ky. March 9, 1909. she proved herself quite a cap12 to 14; on
18. On Tuesday afternoon the Book- able hostess. She was the recip: on poor pasture, 16 to
barley and wheat are usual- lover's Literary Club was de- ient of a number of beautiful
for lightfully entertained by Mrs. presents. After games of all kinds
e cheapest supplements
• pasture. As pasture be- Barnes in her rooms at the refreshments were served and
table in the garden; each has its
poorer and older, a high Princeton Hotel. The guests were the little guests departed. Those
own plantlouse, apparently. A
' feed such as distillers' Misses Minor Metcalfe and Ber- present were: Jeanie Orr, Lausimilar wilt troubles cucumbers
grains, or soybean or cot- tie Wylie. The club members rifle and Gladys Pollard, Sarah
and the melons, the result of inoilmeal should be added present were Misses Johnson, Stegar, Mary Jackson, Charline By John S. Gardner, Kentucky jury to the roots, by the larvae
College of Agriculture and
Amos, Akin, Raliff, Landrum and and Frances Eldred, Anna Belle
pply the needed protein.
of the striped beetle. There is an
Home Economics
n pasture grows old, tough, Logan; Mesdames Wood, Ogilvie, Morgan, Rebecca Hollingsworth,
effective regime for the control
less palatable the cows Miller Barnes. The study this Katharine Garrett, Lucile Pickerof this pest.
What follows may appear a
• be given all the hay they week was "The Characteristics ing, Helen Morehead, Frances
Still another wilt comes from
clean up. They will eat no of Greek Life." Miss Marjory Ogilvie, Nancy Bond and Mary repetition of what was said cultivating too deep or to close.
than they need. The best Amos was the able leader for the Sue Smith; Gilbert Dyer, Robert several weeks ago, but judging Obviously, shallower 'cultivation
to feed hay is after the afternoon. Miss Akin discussed Towery, William Brelsford, Ed- from current correspondence, prevents the "wilt."
milking, before the cows The Art of Guido Reni" and Miss gar and Rupert McCully and some home gardeners have wilt
Blight is a disease of the foliPartake
• to pasture. Hay, however, Johnson reviewed a magazine Harold Gates.
and blight so much confused age of all vegetables (but cabales big
t take the place of. grain article on "Canova". Mrs. Miller
that repeating seems necessary. bage and onions.) It starts with
e her
heavy-Producing cows on read an interesting article on
Wilt, The disease, cause plants scattered spotting, but soon the
Music". Miss Ratliff
"Greek
to becme flaccid aand parched entire leaves are covered and
. The
e dairymen feed grass or read a. most delightful and inlooking at about the time they turn brown and drop off.
nation
silage as a pasture sup- structive paper on "Grecian
The "germ" is air-borne and
bloom (tomatoes, watermelons)
partite
nt. When grass is most Women". Since this was St. Pator at heading-time (cabbage.) the control is to cover the leaves
long
that prevents its
ant in the spring, dairymen rick's Day in the Mornin', Miss
A summer training school and For a short time they appear to with an armor
le.
have more pasturage than Katie Mae Landrum read "The outing for county leaders of the make recovery overnight, but getting foot-hold. Copper (as in
is that
herds can use. By ensiling Shamrock," and "The Harp" as Kentucky Farm Bureau
Fed- ultimately they die, with the bluestoe, an ingredient oLbordecess grass, or the first crop selections from Thomas Moore. eration will be held-July 18-20 leaves attached. The germs live aux mixture), or as in copper
alfa, and feeding it when The program completed the hos- at the F. A. A. camp near Har- over in the soil, and all that can oxide, makes an effective armor.
any
• become short, they have tess invited the guests to the dinsburg, J. E. Stanford, execu- be done is to use varieties that As new leaves unfold, they need
cm an
e uniform and dependable dining room, where a five-course tive secretary, has announced. can persist in "sick" soil, as covering, and this explains why
me
always recomof feed. However, silage dinner was served. The favors
Several Farm Bureau leaders Break O'Day, Marglobe, Rutgers a "program" is
t behest
The from Caldwell county and other tomatoes; Kleckley No. 14 and mended, generally, 4 sprayings
more than hay, and a fair were green carnatiions.
ave not
Club will meet March 30th with 87 counties having organized Resistant Stone Mountain water- at 2-weeks intervals.
p layer (about 4 inche
Nazism
Bordeaux mixture may be had
Mrs. Dr. Miller.
be removed daily to pr
Farm Bureas are expected to at- melons, and Wisconsin All Seaof thee
• • •
druggists or seedmen, readyof
cabb8
No.
Wisconsin
and
iling.
sons
of
all
practically
including
tend,
imanly
mixed, heeding only to be stirred
Princeton, Ky, March 23, 1909. the staff in the State office of age.
of the most satisfactory
Another "wilt" comes from in water at the rate given in
of providing cheap feed Miss Melville Akin left Sunday the federation.
t
printed on the containafternoon for Hopkinsville, where
summer when regul
Nearly all speakers and dis- excessive infestation of insects, directions
ary 111
regular pastures are no she will be the guest of Mrs. cussion leaders will be heal particularly the sucking kind. er. Or, it may be made of the
menace
original ingredients, bluestone,
ly growing is supplemen Mary West.
county leaders. Only four out-1 These call for contact poison, but
• • •
in Ge
and water, after the
lime
vegeahy
be
may
Affected
early.
ture. Sudan grass, lesp
leaders
Bureau
of-state Farm
to enable
Princeton,Ky. March 26, 1909.
and millet are among the
are expected to take part in the
ind for
ops for this purpose. Most Mrs. Frank Cash returned last program, which will primarily
none
where
Texas,
Abilene,
from
week
farms could well use
deal with all problems common
area of sudan grass. It will she spent the winter very pleas- to county Farm Bureau organito fo
e plenty of pasture, an ently with her brother, Mr. Lee zations. The Associated Women
German
Castleberry. Ori her return she will have an important part in
to avoid overgrazing t
the Ch
spent several days very pleasant- the program.
ent pasture.
port of
'TION: When sudan grass ly with Rev. M. E. Chappell and
Plans are being made for reBy our
related crops are making family at Texarkana, Texas.,
features, including
creational
•
•
•
te to, or
growth after a rain followoutdoor games and other enter. Let us
Princeton, Ky. April 2, 1909. tainment.
summer drought there is
rtance
danger of prussic-acid Mrs. Dique Eldred returned
forma
• g of animals grazing on home Wednesday from a week's
Red Blood For Red Points
suck times it is good visit to relatives at Nashville.
Titusville, Pa. — (IP) — A Titusce to keep the animals off She was accompanied by her
advertised: "Will
sister, Mrs. H. Kortrecht, of ville housewife
sture for a few days.
richer by 40 red
Memphis, who will be her the lady who is
points taken from my daughter
guest this week
• • •
in a local market please pay for
them by contacting the local Red
1909.
2,
April
Ky.
Princeton,
PePs1,-COIG.Cornnana. Lone Island Cite. N. Y.
Hettie Cross and donating a pint of
e Superior is the largest of Tuesday evening, Misses
Franchised Bottler: Pepsi Cola HopkInsville Bottling Company
Lillian blood?"
Martin,
Bessie
Akin,
Bob
rest Lakes.

Training School
For Farm Bureau
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BEFORE THIS WAR IS OVER, there may be

RELIABLE

only two kinds of people in America ...

PAINTING
'I.thoso who eon MN getto work In ontonoolaikelle
2. Naomi who ore %nod to walk.

CONTRAC TO

If you waist to be In the fortunate group who will
still be riding to work in automobiles, join Gulf's
"Anti-Breakdown" Club today. How do you do
it? Just come in for Gulf's Protective Maintenance Plan!
This plan.was conceived by experts In car care:
Gulf developed It because car maintenance is•
most important civilian job. (The Government
says civilian car maintenance is one ofthe services
essential to winning the war, because 8 out of 10
war workers use automobiles to get to work.)

OD PAINTING
RESULTS
resale,hire a reeegnized
me Decorating Cushions'
d *mtg.raftIs his trade.
dors mt a pad Inb Ain
tire a preemies.' pointer.
ts a remarkable new washMu( for wallpaper, wall.
hew or old plaster, brick.
No disagreeable after-odor
You use SPRED. It dries to
hour. One gallon of
mixed with
gallon of
makes 11-t gallons of plant
to use.

4-H'ers Profit

Executor's Notice
All persons knowing themselves to be indebted to the estate of Mrs. Elnora Cartwright
Morse, deceased will please come
forward and make satisfactory
settlement on or before July 15,
and all persons holding claims
against said estate will please
present same to me, properly
proven, for payment.
K. C. Morse, Executor. j15-3t

On June I, The Cour4ei3eurnIt1 repriested an article frees
She Kentucky Farm Bureau News, which sought to establish ass attitude et unfriendliness en ever part toward
faristers, based largely oss a supposed antagonisms toward
the Fares Bureau itself. The foliessoing editorial !Will
"
states The Courier-Journal eases
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sense. If there Is Ignorance in this office—
and we do not pretend to know everything—
it is in any case never ignorance born of
failure to try to understand or lack of either
facilities or inclination for first-hand study.
But we know that It is not ignorant to be
mindful of the disastrous consequences of
Inflation, and we are convinced that it Is
ignorant, dangerously ignorant, to wave all
this aside, as the Farm Bureau writer does,
as a preposterous bugaboo. There was nothing at all Imaginary about the crash of farm
prices, Including tobacco prices, that followed the largely uncontrolled war boom
before.
We have never pretended that the farmer
has had an easy row to hoe in this war.
His difficulties and exasperations have been
many, and his production record, in spite
of them all, has been magnificent Nevertheless, it would be absurd to pretend that
on the whole he has fared badly under price
control. One of the charts reproduced with
this editorial shows where his income stands
—it has about trebled since 1939—and let us
not forget that, thanks to price control,
there has been no such increase in the cost
of things he has had to buy. The other
chart is a grim reminder of whit happened to farm income before—and, as late
as 1939, farmers were still suffering the
consequences.
THE COURIER-JOURNAL is not unaware of
the rhany important community services of
the Farm Bureau, especially those of the
Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation, which
we think has contributed much of value to
farming in Kentucky. But we are not unaware, either, that the national leadership
NET INCOME OF FARM OPERATORS
of the bureau follows a policy of resisting
farm price control and of attempting to hamHAS REACHED ALL-TIME HIV* IN
string it at every turn. It is exactly the
PRICE CONTROL YEARS.
policy of the national labor union leadership, which, though relatively quiet cm the
subject at the moment, is undoubtedly out
to hatchet wage control at the first favorable
rebted to our own self-interest, that oaf- opportunity. We think the policy in'each
interest would indicate profound concern for
the welfare of the farmer. Our own welfare
is intimately and inextricably bound up with
his. Agriculture is Kentucky's basic industry. Agriculture will be Kentucky's basic
Industry ag far as anyone can see into the
future. The Louisville community will not
flourish, and neither will Tee COURIERJOURNAL, if the basic industry of the state
languishes—if the farmer is put upon again
as he was for years following the other war.
We don't think the point needs to be labored.
We could not conceivably be so dumb as
deliberately to cultivate the ill-will and
oppose the honest and legitimate aspirations
of the people who stand at the very source
of everything we hope for, for this state,
for this community and for ourselves.
Ave ra,ge forrn Income 1921 •
In the second place, we think the record
speaks on this point. We are not going
boastfully to list here all of the enterrffises
In which this newspaper has engaged and
to which it ha,s devoted time, effort and
money for the well-being of the Kentucky
farmer as he has conceived it and as we
have conceived it. It is enough to remark
In passing that the first important public
—(Charts from O.P.A.
service undertaken by the late Judge ROBERT
W. BINGHAM, after he became publisher of
case is woefully, almost criminally, shortTHE COURTIER-JOURNAL and The Louisville
sighted, perilous to the real interests of both
Times, was in behalf of the tobacco farmers
worker and farmer, and we have repeatedly
of this state, ground down by the postwar
said so.
deflation of 1921. Judge Biecnam spared
We shall have to keep on saying so. We
absolutely nothing in that cause, and hi,
could not in good conscience do anything
deep and understanding sympathy with the
farmer left an impress on the policy of else, just for the dubious advantage of
Tim Comum-Jormstar. which is still there
enjoying the favor of the Farm Bureau
leadership or the labor union leadership.
and will always be there.
We shall, of course, continue to be misWe think that most Kentucky farmers are
aware of this. It there irebias in this office, represented and called names by people
like "F. 13,-Member," but we are not so
It is bias on the farmer's side, growing out
Ignorant as to believe Kentucky farmers
of knowledge of his struggle, knowledge of
the odds he has often faced in the past, are as ill-informed and unintelligent as that
writer apparently thinks they are.
knowledge of his character and common

The article which we reprint on this page
today from The Kentucky Farm Bureau
News encourages us to believe that the facts
which we have presented in behalf of price
control are rather effective. Otherwise, why
this elaborate avoidance of the merits of the
case? Why this effort to obscure the
plain truths of economics and of history by
endeavoring to make the reader believe that
Tai COURIER-JOURNAL, in presenting these
truths, Is animated by a perverse bias against
the Kentucky farmer and an abysmal ignorance of his problems? The allegation is, of
course, as fantastic as it is malicious and
will not stand a moment's examination by
any well-informe41 Kentucky farmer.
In the first place, how could we be so
stupid? Even if it were assumed that Ito
idea was ever born in this office except as

NET FARM OPERATOR INO24E:e.

-2,34,11h,

1919 $8,799,000.000
1921 $2,990,000,000
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MsOntenance Plan InGULF'S Protective
Registered Lubrication
Gullies
chassis,
cludes
39v engine,
which reaches up to di/femme Gullies Lac
Six
points.
body
and
bricants reduce wear.

a CLEANER,
It fires yaw
matr&I
smootigoita4i4ual change

and
good motor tad
oils
GIVE your car aoffers two outstanding
Motor
Gulf
regularly.
World's Fittest
...Oulepride,"The
extra-qualitY oil
Oulflube, an
Oil," end
less
cents
that costs•few

18

seutehes riet,iroupootsi

cleaning,
spark-plug
AIR-FILTER and help give better mileflushing
awl radiator
makes gas burn more
age. A clean air filter plugs increase power.
economically; clean
prevents overheating.
•clean radiator

TILf =LP YOUR Gulf Dealer do•thorough job on
yout car, make an appointment. Phone or speak to
him at the station. Then you should encounter no
delay when you get Gulf's Protective Maintenance
Plan ... 15 survice• In all!
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Fredonia Valley News
(Continued froni Page one)
been transferred from Great
Lakes, Ill., to Shumaker, California.
• • •
Sgt.' Jerry Spickard, stationed
in California, Is on furlough,
visiting his inifenti, Mf. and Mrs.
Mrs. Mack Spickard, Marion
Road.
• • •
Lieut. Randolph Hutchinson is
Stationed in England. He was
recently stationed at a Texas
Air Field. Lieut. Hutchinson is
as on of Mrs. Ora Hutchinson,
Madisonville street.
• • •
Ensign Philip Mitchell, recently commissioned in the Naval
Air Corps at Corpus Christi,
Texas, returned to Corpus Christi Friday after a leave with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herman J.
Mitchell, Young street. Ensign
Mitchell expects to be transferred to Florida.
• • •
Eugene Lane. U. S. Navy, has
returned to Great Lakes, Illinois
after spending his "boot leave"
with his wife, the former Pauline Flynn and their three yearold son, Dannie Gene and also
friends and relatives.
• • •
Word has been received by
his mother, Mrs. Emery Dobbins, that Lieutenant' Joel Dobbins has arrived safely in New
uinea.
• • •
Sergeant Jewell D. Patterson,
Princeton, Kentucky, recently
earned a promotion from corporal for efficient work in the
transportation repair shop at this
strategic air depot where Eighth

PILOTLESS PLANE

Henson.
(By Gladys Ruth Moore)
Mrs. Blanche Carnes, LouisMr. and Mrs. Frank Grubbs
and children, Billy and Martha ville, is a guest of Miss Ada LeeNell, of Kuttawa, were Sunday per.
L.
visitors of Mr. and Mrs. 'I'.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Eldridge
Grubbs.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Boaz
and
of
Mr. and Mrs. Stegar Dollar,
were visitors in Dawson Springs
and
Mr.
visited
Bowling Green,
Sunday.
Mrs. J. E. HiIlyard Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Buckalew
Akridge
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie
and children of Evansville were
Michigan,
and children, of Flint,
visitors here list week-end.
Mr. and
are visiting his parents,
Mr. and. Mrit. Adria,/ faught
-'
Accridge.
Mrs. John
and little son, James Edward,
Wigginton
Ray
Rev. and Mrs.
Kuttawa Sunday.
Detroit visited in
and •little son, David, of
Mrs. Pearl Blackburn and sons,
and
relatives
Mich. are visiting
Pvt. Lawerence Blackburn and
friends here.
Blackburn, were Monday
John
of
Miss Martha Page Hamilton
of Miss Ethyl Riley and
guests
Nashville, Tenn. is a guest of Mrs. Paralee Hunt, in Marion.
Young.
Miss Frances
Sunday afternoon guests of
and
A German pilotless plane divMr. and Mrs. Monroe Butts
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Moore were:
and
little sons, Larry Wayne
Miss Wilda Sigler, Evansville; es toward the earth with flame
Sunday
Tony, of Sturgis were
Mr. and Mrs. streaming from its propulsion
Burk- Mrs. Pearl Sigler,
beguests of Mr. and Mrs. Lee
Ozias Andrews, Mr. Wilson An- unit (mounted above and
lew.
drews and Bobby Rogers all of hind tail) after it crossed the
MarshChester
Mr. and Mrs.
Southern English coast. The
Lois Marion.
all and children, Betty,
Charles Smith, of Nash- plane has a 16-foot wingspan
Mrs.
are
2 inches long.
/
and Ronald of Detroit, Mich.
ville, is visiting her brother, Mr. and is 25 feet, 41
visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Carl A. J. Eldrige and Mrs. Eldrige. (AP Wirephoto via Signal Corps
radio.
renoAir Force fighter craft are
Ger- Resolutions Of Respect
vated for further blows on
many. It was announced from Princeton, Kentucky
Com- June 16, 1944
the Air Station Service
Be it resolved by the Direcmand in England.
• • .•
tors of The Princeton Federal
Sergeant Patterson is a 1938 Savings and Loan Association:
Princeton High
graduate of
That in the death of the late
Directors Vote Usual
School, where he was a member Mr. T. A. Downs this AssociaAnnual Dividend Of
Before
team.
basketball
Member,
the
of
tion has lost a Charter
2 Percent
1
3/
entering service he was em- a former Vice-President and a
ployed by the Princeton Hosiery Director, who was ever loyal
Sale of War Bonds was boostFirst
Private
Mills. His brother,
and conscientious, an officer ed by action of the Board of DiClass Russell Patterson, is serv- faithful to every trust reposed rectors of the Princeton Federal
ing with the Signal Corps at in him since the beginning of Savings and Loan Association at
Fort Ord, California.
the organization; that the com- its monthly meeting last Friday
• • •
munity has lost a valuable citi- night when it voted to invest
GulfTatum,
W.
Pvt. Jonn
zen, one of rugged character and $20,000 worth of association
Gulfport,
Field,
port Army Air
of sterling worth.
funds in Fifth War Loan securiMiss., is on furlough, visiting
Be It Further Resolved:
ties, making a total $160,000
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. E.
That we extend to Mrs. Har- worth of War Loan securities
Tatum and family, North Har- ry Randolph, her husband and held by the association.
rison street.
children and other surviving
The directors also voted the
2
/
relatives our heart-felt sympa- usual annual dividend of 31
thy and that we assure them, percent to be paid to shareholdwe, too, feel the less keenly and ers of record June 30. The diviare deeply grieved at his pass- dend distribution will approxiing.
mate $7,500.
Be It Further Resolved:
The following attended the
That a copy of these resolu- meeting: Dr. W. L. Cash, presitions be recorded in the minutes dent; Dr. C. F. Englehardt, viceof the Association, a copy deliv- president; C. W. Wood, secretary;
ered to the family and a copy Mrs. C. M. Wood, assistant secfurnished newspapers of /this retary; Dr. B. L. Keeney, H. W.
city for publication.
Blades, Frank G. Wood and
FRANK WOOD,
W. L. Davis, directors.
W. L. DAVIS,
C. M. WOOD,
Attest: W. L. CASH, President

Loan Assn. Buys
$20,000 War Bonds

Here Is Full Explanation
Why Your Farm Electrical
Connections Are Delayed
By E. R. MURPHY
says: "There is still a serious
shortage of capacity to produce
electric tranrformers of the size
required for additional rural service because of heavy demands
on electric equipment manufai.turers for radio and radar type
The War Protransformers.
duction Board forrseer no improvement in this situation for
some time to come."
Shortage Of Materials
shortage of many
THERE is a
critical materials which are
essential to new electric services.
These supplies are released to
electric service companies in
limited quantities when the war
demand does not require the
total production of the manufacturers. Therefore, conditions beyond the control of Kentucky
Utilities Company may cause
delay in giving service to new
customers in rural areas.
If you qualify for electric service and have the permission of
the County Agricultural Conservation Committee to receive this
service, you may be assured that
Kentucky Utilities Company
will supply the service as quickly as the necessary supplies and
equipment can be obtained.
—Advertisement.

ENTUCKY Utilities Company is always eager to
serve farm customers who
qualify for service under the
various rulings of the War Production Board. The company will
do everything within Its ability
to serve the farmers.
However, at times there may
be delays in extending service
although the customer meets all
requirements and is entitled to
get it. These delays are due to
serious shortages of critical materials. This is why—
Shortage of manpower in the
forests and slow transportation
has caused a shortage of poles
and crossarms for new line con,struction, and in some instances
for the maintenance of the older
existing lines.
Due To Military Needs
THE demand by the military
tar radio, radar and other
elecii•ical equipment has contributed to a serious shortage of
transformers. New rural and farm
connections usually require individual transformers and delay in
connecting these new customers
may be necessary due to lack of
transformers.
Mr. Edward C. Feick, Director of the Office of War Utilities,

K

Mrs. H. M. Quick
THE SANDALS' THAT
MADE MEXICO FAMOUS

ALL SIZES ... BUT HURRY! THEY WON'T
LAST LONG!

Funeral services for Mrs. H.
M. Quick, who died at her home
in Henderson Sund a y, were
held at the graveside in Cedar
Hill Cemetery Wednesday morning at 10 o'clock.
Mrs. Quick was a former resident of Princeton, having moved
to Henderson 15 years ago. She
is survived by her husband, a
daughter, Mrs. Elsie Ligon, and
a grandson, John Ligon.

Wm. Henry Traylor

$3.35 a pair

Funeral services for William
Henry Traylor, 80, retired farmer, who died at his home in the
Creswell community, Saturday,
June 17, were held at Liberty
Church Sunday, June 18, with
the Rev. A. D. Smith, conducting the services. Burial was in
Liberty Church cemetery.

Ration Stamp Nos.. 1
and 2 Airplane in No.
3 Ration Book required.

U. K. Records Show 6,103
Alumni In U. S. Service

Buy Your Invasion Bonds Today!

According to last compilation
of former University of Kentucky men and women known in
service, 6,103 staff members and
"FINE SHOES - FITTED BY X-RAY"
students were listed, with 85
casualties, 45 prisoners of war,
,7-2.pnr ,:rrm ,7,rre.rs.Tvi-Trror.r ic o v 31 missing and 143 citations.

Mr. G. M. Pedley
The Princeton Leader
Princeton, Kentucky
Dear Mr. Pedley:
I wish to extend my congratulations on the many high
honors that have been awarded
to you in the annual contests of
the Kentucky Press Association.
After looking over a recent issue of the Lyon County Herald
and noting the many interesting
items that it ,carries, the large
amount of material relating to
farm and home, and the fine
advertising support it receives,
I can readily understand why it
was judged the "Best All-Around
Community Newspaper."
recognition
The consistent
which has been accorded you
through the Lyon County Herald and The Princeton Leader
is evidence of your fine talents
and ability in the newspaper
field. Your achievement is a
matter of pride to your friends
and should be a satisfaction to
you.
With kindest regards,
Sincerely yours,
Thomas Cooper,
Dean and Director

Dade Park Purses
Will Be Increased
Summer Meet At West
Kentucky Track To
Start August 5

NO MILITARY SECRET
The home front catches on quickly.
Notice how many of today's busier
executives have adopted this Millf9ry dress oxford. If your schedule
ealls for more hours afoot, you'll
find greater comfort in these authentic boot-front oxfords . . .
ShIneable, Flexible, -SerrvIcsable
Made By
FLORSHEIM
FREEMAN
PARKWAY
CROSBY SQUARE
WEYENBERG
GENERAL
Priced from
'

$3.95 to $10.00

Princeton Shoe Co.
"FINE SHOES - FITITD BY X-RAY"

Buy Your Invasion
Bonds Today;

Owensboro, June 20,—James
C. Ellis, president and general
manager ,of the Dade Park Jockey Club, has announced that
purses for the 21st annual race
meet at the western Kentucky
establishment will be increased
$100, making the minimum purse
$700.
The summer meeting will get
under way at Dade Park Saturday, Aug. 5, and will close Monday, LabOr Day, Sept 4, with
racing every day, Sundays excepted.
Lester E. Yeager, associate
manager, has received a number
of requests for stable reservations and expects to be able
to fill all stalls before the inaugural program, less than two
months away.
The market was steady with
last week's sales at the Princeton
Livestock yards Monday, Dugan
Ordway, manager reported, except that fat cattle and cows
were 50 cents to $1 lower. A total of 1545 head was sold. Medium
butcher cattle topped at $13;
baby beeves at $15; N
v

OVER 500
DIFFERENT PATTERNS
IN STOCK

per roll,
We are always glad to show you our complek
selection of beautiful papers. You can N
what you want at . . .

Hopkinsville, Ky.

Louisville Leads World In Rubber
The world's greatest concenrubber
synthetic
tration of
plants is within a'radius of approximately one mile from a
point In Inc city or Louisville,
Dr. Robert V. Yohe, manager of
one of the plants in that area,
told business leaders here.
"No other area or no other
city in the world can claim synthetic rubber production in like
amount," asserted Dr. Yohe, who
directs a large plant built and
operated for the government by
the B.'F. Goodrich company. It
is one of three governmenAwawned plants in the area producing

The

Back

Letters To The
Deaths-Funerals Leader Editor

GENUINE STEERHIDE

Wallpaper

GR-S synthetic rubber. Aggregate production of these plants
is now at the rate of approximately 350,000,000 pounds a year,
Dr. Yohe said.
Also included in the compact
area are a plant turning out
butadiene, principal ingredient
of GR-S, at the rate of 180,000,000 pounds a year; one and another producing Koroseal, rubber-like synthetic now used almost exclusively for war purposes, he said.
A clean chamois skin is excellent for polishing windows.
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HURRY!
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John Roles
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ADDED UNITS!...
"HIT PARADE OF THE GAY WV
Musical Favorites of Yesteryear!
'TIN PAN ALLEY
A Merrie Melody Cartoon
LATEST WORLD NEWS

Donna Reed
Keye Luke
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TONIGHT
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. SATURDAY-OPEN 11:45 A: M.
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Plus Then Short Units!
"THE SQUAWKING HAWK"
(A Looney Tune Cartoon)
"THE BEACH COMMAND"
(A Grantland Rice Spport Short)
"GRAND CANYON, PRIDE OF CREATION"
(An M-G-M Traveltalk in Technicolor)
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ouncement has been made
marriage of Miss Nell Rose
formerly of Princeton, to
Morris,
. )uglas Holeman
Lk
Hopkinsat
3,
June
ay,
- —
Morris is a daughter of
Mrs. Sidney
te Mr. sand
Mr.
of Princeton, and
Lucy
Mrs.
of
son
the
is
andW. L Morris, of Dawprings. Pfc. Morris is staWood,
at Fort Leonard
where he returned last
Mrs. Morris went to New
where she is residing with
Fox.
ter, Mrs. Charles

Farewell Party
A farewell party was given for
John Blackburn Saturday night
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Blackburn in Fredonia. John
was inducted into the army
Wednesday.
Present were, Mr. and Mrs.
Euclid Quertermous and daughter, Dorma; Pvt. and Yrs. Jack
Blackburn and son, Richle; Mr.
and Mrs. Harlan Tackwell and
Mrs. Pearl Blackburn, Misses
Blondell Hearod and Myrl Rice;
Junior Yates and John Blackburn and Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Blackburn and children.
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Dorothy Ann Davis

Need a reviver? Take a whiff Tax Notice
of old-fashioned smelling salts.
All city taxes become due
Not because you're going to July 1, 1944, and if paid on or
faint, but because it's a good before July 20, 1944, a discount
Mr. and Mrs. Charles William picker-upper.
of 2 percent will be allowed..
Smith, Fredonia, on. the birth
Save., the penalty on war
T he United - States is ..the
of a son, Charles William, June world's largest producer and bills by paying before the 18th
2.
consumer of cotton.
of each month.
Garland Quisenberry, Collector.
Mr. and Mrs. Doris Young
j22-3t
Thomas, Princeton, on the birth Everybody Reads The Leader
of a son, George Clifton, June 6.
Mr. and Mrs. Garth Hooks
Fredonia, Route 3, on the birth
of a daughter, Phyllis Lavern,
Fredonia, Route 3.
Certified Public Accountants
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Costello,
Practicing Under the Firm Name of
Princeton, Route 3, on the birth
of a daughter, Susan Dale, June
16, at Princeton Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. John Darnell,
Announce That Effective July 1, 1944
Donivan street, on the birth of a
daughter, June 19, at Princeton
The Practice Will Be
Hospital.
Under the Name of
Continued
Mr. and Mrs. George Jones,
North Jefferson street, on the
birth of a son, at Princeton Hospital. He has been named George
Allen,
Specializing In

At The Churches The Leader
Congratulates

CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Warren Jackson, Jr., has reMiss Rena Hobby, employe at Chas. P. Brooks, Minister
Bible School 9:45.
turned to his home pl Chicago, Camp Campbell the last two
Morning Worship, 11:00.
after ,a viit here in Site home. years has .received a promotion
Young People's Meeting 6:00.
of Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Goodwin to a chief operator with the
Evening worship, 7:30.
and family, Hopkinsville street. telephone company.
Mid-week Prayer Service, 7:00;
• • ••
• • •
Choir Rehearsal, 7:45.
W. L. Granstaif has returned
Mrs. Allan Rice and children
from Garden
City, Kansas, of Central City, returned home
where he visited his son, Bill Sunday after a week's visit with CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
Granstaff, stationed in the Army her parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. G.
Pastor—John N. Fox
there,
Harrington, and sister Mn. How- —Leonard Groom
• • •
ard York and family. Mr. Rice
Sunday School Superintendent
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Underwood, spent the week-end here with
Acting Sunday School Supt.—
of Nashville, Tenn., and Kim- his family, returning home with
Mrs. Charles Curry
ball Underwood, Jr., of Ann them Sunday.
Sunday, June 25
• • •
Arbor, Michigan, were the re•
9:45 A. M.—Church School
Birthday Dinner
ay Dinner
cent guests of their grandparMrs. J. D. Stephens and son,
10:45, A. M.—Morning FellowA birthday dinner was given ents, Mr. and Mrss. T. W. Wood- George
Irthday dinner was given
Johnson, left Wednesday
ship
v, June 18, at the home of in honor of Pvt. Lawrence Black- ruff, Franklin street.
for Louisville, where they will
Message: "Honey and Vinegar"
• • •
I Mrs. E. A. Traylor in burn at the home of Mr. and
be the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
8:00 P. M.—Evening Hour. of
Gordon Smith, Jr., • returned D. F. Nisbet. They will also visit
of their niece, Delois Tray- Mrs. Henry Phelps Sunday, June
no celebrated her tenth 18. Present were Mr. and Mrs. to his home in Chattanooga, Mrs. K. L. Barnes and children, Meditation. This hour of wor•y. Present were: Mr. and Tom Morgan and daughters. Tenn., Saturday, after a visit Ken and Peggy, at Pewee Val- ship will be led by those recentobert Franklin, Farmers- Greta and Ida, of Flatrock, Mr. here with Rumsey Taylor, Jr., ley, who have recently returned ly returned from the Summer
Franklin, and Mrs. Ray Ordway, Crayne, Locust street.
Conference.
Mrs. Lillian
from California.
• • •
Tuesday—June 27
Ind.: Mr. Sherman Mrs. Pearl Blackburn, Mr. D. E.
• • •
7:30 P. M.—Princeton Cub
Miss Mary Sheridan, Mrs.
Income, Estate and Inheritance Taxes
Judge and Mrs. Guy Stevens,
r, Mr. Noah Byrum, Mr. Morgan, Mr. and Mrs. Verdie
Ethiopian women plaster their
arrived Pack, No. 239 meets in Butler
rs. Neal Harris, Mr. and Creekmur aqd son, Billy; Pvt. Virginia Edney and son, Jerry, of Blackfoot, Idaho,
t. R. Cooper and son, and Mrs. Lawrence Blackburn of Detroit„ Mich., are visiting Tuesday for a visit with her Gymnasium. All are cordially in- hair with rancid butter.
in. Mr. and Mrs. Sam and son, Richie; and Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Milton Sheridan, mother, Mrs. Sallie Powell Cat- vited.
7:30 P. M.—Prayer and Study
aw, Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Mrs. Henry Phelps and children. McNary street.
lett and other relatives here.
Fellowship.
• • •
• .„ •
Mr. and Mrs. Carmon BoWednesday, June 29
daughter, Geraldine, Mrs.
Miss Busch Cummins has reMrs. Jerome J. Isaacs and
(SWELL OCCASION)
8:30 P. M.—Choir rehearses.
turned from Louisville, where daughter, Jenny Lou, of FrankLacy and babay, Betty
she spent a part of her vacation fort, are visiting her sister, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar TrayFloyd Brown and Lindy WinOGDEN MEMORIAL METHOR. H. Dalzell and family.
son, Junior, Mr. Dewey
as the guest of relatives.
ters, of Mexico, were dismissed
• • •
• • •
DIST CHURCH
, near Providence; a lit- after
treatment this week.
Pastor—E. S. Denton, Pastor
Rev. and Mrs. Ray Wigginton
Miss Robert Lee Beck. has
Wanda Sue DeBoe,
Nancy Farmer underwent a
9:45 A. M.—Sunday School
been employed in the office of C. and little son, David, of Detroit,
d Mrs. Carl Traylor, tonsilectomy this week.
Sunday School. Supt.—Harry
A. Woodall, the last two weeks, Mich., are the guests of relatives
d Mrs. Edward Casper,
Mrs. Clinton Hobby underwent
Long.
in the absence of Miss Busch here.
Mrs. E. A. Traylor, John
a minor operation this week, and
• • •
11 A. M.—"Making Choices."
Cummins, who is on vacation.
and Dorothy Franklin,
is improved.
• • •
6:30 P. M.—Youth Fellowship
Miss Mary Lois Thomas, who
d Leuonia Casper, S. C.,
Mrs. Anna Harper, Frankfort,
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Pepper is employed in Nashville, Tenn., service. Opal Patton will be the
e and Delois Traylor.
underwent a major opperation spent Friday in Paducah.
spent last week-end with her leader.
Cr,• Eulie Sumner, Robago.
daysseveral
• • •
7:30 P. M.—"Jesus, The Friend
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Kirby
per and J. B. Hess called
Mrs. Edgar Darnell, Cedar
Mrs. Ruth Lide and daughter, Thomas and family.
of All"
the day.
Bluff, will be dismissed this Mary Jane, of Pensacola, Flori• • •
Monday evening 7:45: "Behind
week after a major opperation da, are visiting relatives here.
Mrs. R. W. Brown left Mon- the Scenes in Nazi Germany"—
n's Council Holds • she underwent this week.
• • •
day for Camp Campbell, where a lecture and Motion Picture by
Mrs. John Wisdom, Eddyville
Mrs. Lillie F. Murphy and she has accepted a position as Ralph Baney.
hip Meeting
groups of the Women's Road, underwent a major opera- Miss Wilma Francis were recent a supervisor with the telephone
visitors of relatives in Paducah. company.
of the First Christian tion this week.
Owensboro To Have
• • •
• • •
Tommy Cloyd, Salem, had an
held its regyar monthFM Radio Station
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Davis, of
(By Associated Press)
wship meeting in the appendectomy this week.
C. B. Greenwood, Central City,
Have a "Coke" is the invitation your American sailor uses to celeMiss Kathryn Kevil, Hopkins- New Castle, Ind., are visiting who substituted here for Man- Washington,—The Federal Comn parlor of the church
brate an occasion or to greet and make friends. It's a phrase of
tonsirelatives here.
night, June 19, at 6:30 vine Road, underwent a
ager Merle Drain, of the J. C. munications Commission has anthat is heard wherever American is spoken. In many
friendship
•
•
•
Following a pot-luck lectomy this week and has rePenney store the last two weeks, nounced filing of an applicatiion
lands around the globe, Coca-Cola is spreading the custom of
Wood
Clifton
Mrs.
and
Mr.
.J
home.'
turned
Broadcastwas
Sunday.
Owensboro
meeting
the
from
home
business
his
a
returned to
the passe that refreshes,—has become a symbol of refreshing good
Mrs. Harry Hale, S. Jefferson and Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Pruett He made many friends during ing Company, Inc., licenses of
tiring which new group
will, just as it is when you serve it at home.
Cave.
Mammoth
for
"Coke":Coca-Cola
Sunday
sevtreatment
left
under
was
street,
Owensstandard station WOMI,
were elected for the cornhis stay here.
It'. natural for popular names
• •
They will return Thursday night.
eral days this week.
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY Of THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY
to acquire friendly abbreviaboro, Ky., to build a new fre• • •
dons. That's why you hear
Vesta Skees, daughter of MaMr. and Mrs. H. Merle Drain quency modulation, (FM) staing the business session,
Coca-Cola called "Coke".
HOPKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO
Mrs. Louis Litchfield and two
7,250
of
coverage
with
returntion
have
were heard from the jor and Mrs. Hugh S. Skees,
daughter
little
and
joined Mr. Litchple that attended the Seminary street, underwentk a children have
ed from Pane, Ill., and Chicago square miles.
field at Frankfort, where they where they have been spending
Kentucky Conference tonsilectomy this week.
The condition of Mrs. Laban are in residence , at No. 1 Dog-. a two weeks' vacation.
Put two or three tablespoons
wa Springs last week.
wood Lane. Mrs. Major Quisen• • •
of kerosene in a boilerful of
of the week's events Kevil is unchanged.
daughter
her
accompanied
Marsha Boitnott, daughter of berry
Mrs. Al Thomas Page is spend- white clothes to help lighten
d by Helen Wood Lewis;
and returned home ing several days this week in them. Be sure to rinse throughmai duet presented by Mr. and. Mrs. Don Boitnott, un- to Frankfort
Evansvile, where Mr. Page is ly to remove any odor.
Johnson and Anna derwent a tonsilectomy this Monday.
• • •
employed.
that they sang on talent week and has been dismissed.
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Dollar,
Lingerie can be laundered by
ing the conference; and
Keep medicines in their origi- Bowling Green, were guests of
To remove fresh Paint stains gently squeezing out of warm
ce songs were sung by
the
from windows or mirrors sponge sudsy water. The shoulder straps
up. Appearing on the nal bottles, tightly corked and relatives and friends here
week, return- with cloth dipped in hot vinegar. will usually need a little extra
were Marietta Stallins, clearly labeled, in the medicine early part of this
rubbing with a soft brush.
rench, Billy Glenn Cart- cabinet to avoid any confussion ing home after visiting in Hopkinsville Tuesday.
used to trace the
men
Roman
Imogene Hughes, Martha in selection.
• • •
A daily eye bath will help
veins in their arms with blue
llins, Helen Wood Lewis
Miss Mary Maguresus is on a paint.
keep your eyes sparkling.
Hang colored— articles in the
onia . Johnson. Their
r, Mrs. Henry C. Lester, shade after they have been laun- two week's vacation, visiting
her parents'in Gary, Indiana.
dered to preserve their colors.
charge of the program.

Ralph H. Schuette and Harm W. Taylor

Edward R. Miller & Co.
SCHUETTE & TAYLOR

Have a "Coke"=It's gey braw

Hospital News

... or celebrating a Scotch ship-launching
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Give Your Summer Wardrobe
A Lift With

Non-Rationed Footwear
Here you will find non-rationed

Looking for Bargains?

footwear

BUY MORE BONDS!

at its very loveliest.

Choose attractive styles in sandals,
ties or pumps. Choice of green,

SUCH COOL AND PRETTY

white, red, brown, black and multicolors.

aleA014

04X
9
AVee0

COMFORT, STYLE, VALUE IN

Black High Heel Patent
Ankle Straps _____________$3.95

7.90

Black Spectator Pump__$4.95
Red and Green Baby Doll_____$3.95

VON"
lot)

Dirndl frocks of porous spun, rayonl
etched with breeze-beckoning eyeletssaj
broidery. Gleaming white two-pieceq
chi
dramatically highlighted with..brillian
color contrast. Frosty rayon sheer prin
in tube-slim one and two-piece and
sic shirtwaist styles, of hard-to-mos
rayon shantung. In sunny pastels, bright'
florals, polka dots. Sizes 12 to 20. -

3

White Go*: With Evorythingl
Stunning sling back
stYle with flirtatious
pompoms, or conservatives with bows
and perforations.
OXFORDS for BOYS or GIRLS
Grand shoes for
summer vacations.
•49
Leather uppers, with
tough soles. 12-3.
SIZES SY, I. 111/2

Multi-Colored Sandals
Stroller in Brown, Red
and

White ________$4.95

Wedge Heeless Ties _____,$3.95

2.29

SUMMER CASUALS FOR MEN
Straight tip bal oxfords with selected
leather uppers and
tough soles.

4.79

Our store will be closed on Wednesday afternoons

and August

through June, July

.44Magte
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Methods That Save
Soil Are Needed,
Says Prof. Roberts

Gives Reminders
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Tractors Help In
Caldwell County

"G. /." Rooney
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Thursday, June 22
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In Caldwell county, the labor'
situation is being helped by 39
tractor owners who are devoting
almost all theft, time to doing
custom work on farms, and by
120 other owners of tractors who
are helping their neighbors, in
addition to doing their own
work. Farm Agent John F.
Graham says he has not found
any po w er equipment i d 1 e.
Neighbors are exchanging work
to get their farm jobs done. In
one community, four farmers
who didn't have the labor to put
up their hay, worked together to
take care of 200 acres.
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Public Debt

#f

When Your
Back Hurt

Wanted

Big Bills To Pay

DEAD STOCK - HORSES, MULES
COWS, HOGS AND SHEEP

Mark Cunningham, Agt.

DOAN'S P1 1

Kentucky Rendering Works

"-

kb_

EVERY FARM
MACHINE
MUST FIGHT THIS WAR
FOR VICTORY

An idle machine Ls as much a saboteur as
a fighter who'd lay down his atm! Make
every piece of machinery on your farm fit
to take part in the fight—producing food
for freedom. Expert repair is your answer.
Of course you can get the parts you need—
right here! Uncle Sam equips his front line
soldiers—so he's equipping his farm front
soldiers too! Without your farm production
there can be no Victory!

sit

• If you have farm equipment
that is beyond repair—turn it
in for scrap. And apply to your
county USDA board for the new
machinery you need.

BRING YOUR TRACTORS AND MACHINERY HERE FOR ALL NEEDED REPAIRS!... Two expert mechanics, Floyd
Byrd and Claude Gray, are ready to serve
you at all times.

fONSOIY1 Waffle)

De Soto explored Arkansas in
Wrestling is the most universal
1541.
and primitive of all sports.

te.i.; „lat./A:, Ian,.14L%7 tl:„, v.-a •,,,yxa,a ,:ft)

SOUTHERN BELL

q44 Itite Pwieted
BY THE WAR
Financially the telephone company has not
profited by the war. The rate of return on the
amount of money invested in telephone plant in
Kentucky is, with the exception of one year, the
lowest in the past seventeen years, and is still
declining.
While the prices of practically everything,
including the costs of furnishing telephone service, have gone up, telephone rates have not increased—on the contrary long distance telephone
rates have been reduced, resulting in large savings
to telephone users in Kentucky during the past
three years.
The schedule of pay of telephone workers is
the highest it has ever been. At the same time
Saxes have increased tremendously. Since our
entry into the war in December, 1941, the telephene company has paid out more than $4,500,000 for federal, state, county and municipal
taxes in Kentucky.

Though the telephone company is doing the
largest volume of business in its history it is
making less than 3% on its investment in
Kentucky.
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Teen-Age Marriages
NEW YORK—(JP)—The war
has greatly increased the'number
Homemakers Schedule
of marriages of boys under 20
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Budget Bill Is
Finally Passed

Newton To Manage
Kentucky State Fair

Homemakers

Ky. Farm News

ATTENTION!
WHEATFARMERS

ETES FOOT GERM
How To Kill It
list reach the germ. Get
TE-OL solution at any
•re. A powerful fungicide
ith 90% alcohol, it PeneReaches more germs fast1 it take hold on itchy,
or smelly feet. Locally at
--adv

We would like handle your wheat this year, and have a supply
of good, heavy weight bags to lend you.

r first introduction
should tell you
WHY

is a
SELLING LAXATIVE
I over the South

Slack Suit For A
Stylish Little Girl
$1.98

for farmers who have met the necessary requirements and desire

Chambray
Two-tone colors in singlebreasted sport jacket and
matching slacks. Sizes 4 to
10.

Made With
Classic Style Cotton-And-Rayon
ACTION
Plenty Of Room For Unhampered
as you feel
You'll look just as sporty
jacket
front
button. in this smooth
g
matchin
and
collar
with notched

$898

12-20.
slacks. Pet colors.

ANKLETS
for the entire family!
White, Pastels, and Stripes
. . Crew style or Bobbie
Sox!

Misses' Play Suit
In Cool Spun Rayon
Two-Plece Style
Wear the shirt and attached
shorts with or without
dirndl skirt. Popular colors.
12-18.

E. J. FERGUSON,Manager
IIOPKINSV1LLE,

KENTUCKY

Thursday, June 22,
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City Buys $6,000
Of War Bonds

Democrats Expect
Harmony In Party
Convention Here

I
This is a U. S. Army Air forces aerial photograph of harbor facilities at Cherbourg, France,
with white lettering indicating important points. American forces were within eight miles of
the French City (June 19) and artillery was shelling the great port. (AP Wirephoto from Army
Air Forces.)

the party, the Democrats ap- Louisville prior to the State meet
pear likely to face a contest in ing.
At Mammonth Cave it was
the State convention . . . not
over endorsement of the Roose- also learned from a Republican
velt administration or Senator editor who holds a high place
Barkley, who will be the key- in the Willis administration that
noter and temporary chairman Congressman J. M. Robsion,
of the State meeting, but con- Thos. S. Yates, former State
cerning who shall head the GOP chairman, influential man
Democratic State Central and in the important Ninth district
Executive Committee the next 4 are actively working for the
years, and who shall be its sec- nomination of Judge Clarence
Bartlett, Hartford, for the Reretary.
Incumbent in these two im- publican senatorial nomination.
Commonwealth's Att orney
portant party posts are Thomas
R. Underwood, editor of the James Park, Lexington, is beLexington Herald and for 20 lieved to have the support of
years a Bluegrass party leader Governor Willis and his followwhose influence is considerable ers, altho the Governor has
throughout Kentucky, and Capt. stated he is personally observing
Robert Humphreys, of Mayfield, a hands-off policy on this race.
Park, recognized widely as
now in service in the Army with
Mrs. Humphreys serving in his the strongest candidate for the
stead at State headquarters, in Senate the Republicans have
put forward in years, has lost
the Capitol Hotel, Frankfort.
At Mammoth Cave last week, some ground, Bluegrass observwhere members of the Kentucky ers report, .because of the tacPress Associatiion held their an- tics employed by the Governor
nual summer conventiion, it in his dealings with the LegisMrs. Mande Henry.
was rumored that J. Lyter Don- lature, but remains the leading
me. I am relieved of the slug- aldson, Democratic nominee for GOP candidate for the nominagish elimination and pains in my Governor last year, might con- tiion to oppose Senator Barkley
arms and shoulders. My appetite test for the chairmanship against in November.
returned, I experienced no more Editor Underwood and that Vego
distress from indigestion, and Barnes, Hopkinsville party stal- Lexington Man Files
my complexion has cleared up. wart, probably would seek the
For Barkley's Seat
I sleep fine, and feel fine. No secretary's post, against the
(By Associated Press)
one could ask greater relief than absent Army captain who was
Frankfort, June 20 — James
the
in
commissioner
highway
me."
gave
Retonga
his
Park of Lexington filed
Retonga is intended to relieve Chandler administratiion.
nomiRepublican
for
today
name
issue
this
It is not believed
distress due to Vitamin B-1 deUnited States
ficiency, constipation, insuffi- will create any factional battle nation for the
now held by Alben
cient flow of digestive juices in here, altho there are reports the Senate seat
Barkley, Democrat.
the stomach, and loss of appe- Purchase counties may bring dif- W.
committee
the
about
ferences
be
tite. Retonga may
obtained
posts to iron out in their disat
DAWSON'S DRUG STORE,(Ad) trict convention, to be held at

a new budget bill.
So that there is a little more
political interest now, with a
build-up for the coming presidentiial and senatorial contests in
November sure to arouse the voters during the summer.
As always within the ranks of

REGAINS 10 LBS. ON
RETONGA; FEELS FINE
Distress From Indigestion
Pains In Shoulders, And
Sluggish Eliminat ion
Relieved, DePromptly
clares Well Known Resident. Tells About Her Case.
My weight is now back to
normal, and I feel like a different person, and -Retonga deserves all the credit," declares Mrs.
Maude Henry, well known resident of Route 2, Soddy, Tenn.
Mrs. Henry enjoys the love of
her neighbors for miles aronud.
Telling about her case, she happily states:
"Every bite I ate seemed to
form gas in my stomach until
sometimes I felt like I would
simply die. I rarely ever retired
at night without having to get
up until I got relief from this
terrible gas pressure. I suffered
badly from constipation, and
then I began having sharp darting pains in my arms and shotilders. Sometimes they were so
severe I thought I should just
have to scream. My complexion
was sallow, I lost several pounds
and I simply felt miserable.
"Retonga proved a blessing to

Only add water and mix. Very easy, most delicious, makes wonderful hot muffins.
4+1.

PACKAGE
Snow Boy

23c

1 lb. Silver Dollar

CAKES

(
pkg 12

RICE

lb.

Avalon Sandwich

Red Heart-3 flavors

COOKIES

lb.

(
DOG FOOD pkg. 10c; 3 for 29

Van Camp's

C and E

pkg.

(
16 oz. jar 21

GRAPE JELLY

Aunt Jeuthut

Pure Hog

PANCAKE MIX

wiearson
Headquarters for Sportswear
. . . offers a variety of slacks in
colors too lovely for description
two
. . . tailored, dressy - - piece, three piece, in every conceivable fabric.
ladies are wearing the
pants this season, and thanks
to the best in tailoring and fab-

The

10 Boy SCouts

ric.

, (Continued from Page One)
Hollowell's
Federated Store,
Drug Store, Morgan Funeral
Home, S. J. Lowery, Paul Dunn,
Marshall P. Eldred, Caldwell
County Times, Granstaff's Cafe,
Glenn Farmer, Kentucky Utilities Co., Dr. J. J. Rosenthal, L.
W. Bodenhamer, People's Service Store, G. M. Pedley, R. S.
Gregory, Wood Drug Store, G.
Homer Brown, Mitchell Bros.,
J. C. Penny Co., Dr. C. H. Jaggers, Merle Drain, J. F. Graham,
Hugh Blackburn, W. L. Davis,
Cedar Bluff Quarry, Rudy Cantrell, Cumberland Manufacturing
Co., Kentucky Whip & Collar
Co., Farmers National Bank, A,./
Koltinsky, Dr. F. T. Linton,
Service
Princeton Creamery,
Princeton
Insurance Agency,
Lodge of Elks, Clinton Lodge of
Masons, Howard McConnell.

wiearson
Hopkinsville
Slacks elevate the vogue to
a new glory.

Exclusively Yours

WHAT WORD MIDO?
vre0

CLASSIFIED ADS

DUFF'S HOT MUFFIN MIX

TENDERONI

Varieties in Slacks

At Monday night's session of
the Council, attended by Councilmen Blackburn, Hammonds,
Lacey, Morgan and Mrs. Quinn,
Mayor Cash presiding, approval
was given investment of $8,000
of water funds in Fifth War
Loan securities, the purchase
having been.,made ,last ,Saturday.
The funds had accumulated in
the water account by reason of
Ow cash difference received
from the State Highway Department in the transfer of garage
lots last fall and recent sale of
the old highway garage lot to
Shelby Patton, an official said.
The proposal to construct
needed concrete sidewalks in various sections of the town received consideration, and the
City Attorney was requested to
prepare legal notices to be served
on property owners asking compliance with the ordinance requiring such construction.

Will Name 15 Delegates To State Meeting,
Endorse Roosevelt
Barkley
Ba
And
.
,
Caldwell county Democrats
will meet in the courthouse
here Saturday afternoon, June
24, at 2 o'clock to hold their
quadriennial county convention
and are expected to endorse
President Franklin D. Roosevelt
and Senator Alben W. Barkley
leaders said this week. They will
also name 15 delegates to the
State convention, at Louisville,
June 27. Harmony will prevail,
according to all reports.
Despite indications that the
same lethargy which was so
marked here last year among the
voters still prevails, . . because
of the all-pervading interest in
the war, Democrats have been
s4rred somewhat by recent happeninigs at Frankfort, where
Gov. S. S. Willis finally was
forced to issue a call for a second special session of the Legwhen the Democratic
islature
majority in the General Assembly refused to do his bidding on
his school bill, unless other
agencies and "emergencies" of
the State were taken care of by

There are mire_thit
The tin cans used for salvaged
101
The first Catholic Mass in
salvaged Pena and 4,000 hot i
themselves
are
•
aknla
•
Brazil was celebrated on May 1, fats
after the tat is removed at the lowstone tiational Park
1500.

20 oz. pkg.

LARD 2 lb. 31c; 4 lb. pkg. 62(

Giant 18 oz. package

Heinz Pure Distilled, white,

POST TOASTIES

VINEGAR

(
gallon jug 49

Extra fine for pickling

GRAPE NUTS FLAKES lg. pkg. 14

Dried Black Eyed

PEAS
Penick Gloss

(
1 lb. 8c; 10 lbs. 15

Sun Maid Seedless

STARCH 1 lb. pkg. 8c; 2 pkgs. 15
(

(
15 oz. pkg. 15

RAISINS

Softasilk

Lotion like toilet soap

CAKE FLOUR lg. 44 oz. pkg. 281t

Oily-1-M

(
cake 6c, 4 cakes 22

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
Miley Belle Georgia, free stone

PEACHES

lb.

CABBAGE

lb.

21(

6 dozen size

HEAD LETTUCE

head 10

California

3
(
doz 3

Excellent (main,'

APRICOTS

Ib. 3i

NEW POTATOES

TOMATOES

113. 20(

YELLOW ONIONS

(
4 lbs. 19
Ib.

Watermelons, green beans, cantaloups and etc. More for your Money all the time.

RED FRONT
CASH & CARRY STORES

OK*
•••

a.

FOR RENT: Room for rent, 404
S. Seminary. Apply after 4
P. M.
FOR SALE—Furniture; gas refrigerator and other household fixtures. Mrs. T. H. King,
417 East Market Street. Phone
547.

DOCTOR

WANTED—Used radio; must be
in fair condition. Phone 483.
FOR SALE-1943 Chevrolet, 2door Fleetline body, five good
tires, radio, spotlight, seat covers, in A-1 condition. Phone
722 day or 242 after 5 o'clock.
It
Dr. L. A. Beardsley.
FURNITURE FOR SALE—Living room, dining room and
bedroom furniture; carpenter
tools for sale. Phone 447.
1-t
The first auto taxi in New
York cruised on Fifth Avenue in
1904.

ATHLETES FOOT GERM
To Kill It
You must reach it. It grows
deeply. At any drug store, get
Te-ol solution. (Big power in
little bottle.) Made with 90%
alcohol, it PENETRATES.
REACHES MORE GERMS. Feel
it take hold for itchy, sweaty or
smelly feet. 35c today at Wood
Drug Co. —adv.

More Comfort Wearing

FALSE TEETH

California

LIMES

•

FREE! If Excess acid causes you
pains of Stomach Ulcers, Indigestion, Heartburn, Belching,
Bloating, Nausea, Gas Pains,
get free sample, Udge, at Daw(4)
son Drug Store.

Here is a pleasant way to overcome loose plate discomfort. FASTEETH, an improved powder,
sprinkled on upper and lower
plates holds them firmer so that
they feeel more comfortable. No
gummy, gooey, pasty taste or
feeling. It's alkaline (non-acid).
Does not sour. Checks "plate
odor" (denture breath), Get
FASTEETH today at any drug
store.
NOTICE—If you are

111

MERCHANT

DENTIST

FARMER

BANKER

F the Government should go
into business or professional
competition with any of you
gentlemen, do you know what it
would be like? Well,you would have
competition that —

I

1. Is not required to pay federal
taxes.
2. Obtains all the money needed
from the U.S.Treasury at little or
no interest.
3. Makes up its losses out of the
taxpayers' money — part of the taxes
that you, as a competitor, pay to
help offset these losses.
4. Purchases all materials at
government discounts.
5. Gets transportation at a greatly
reduced price.

6. Has free mail privileges.
7. Is not regulated by State or
Local government...The federal
government, as owner, is also the
regulator.

Would yom consider this/air competition? Would you object to it?
This is the kind of competition the
6,000 Kentucky stockholders and
1,100 employes of our companyjace
now with TVA.
It is our problem today. But if this
socialistic trend (government in
business) continues, it will be your
problem tomorrow. We must all
fight to save individual enterprise
and the American way of life that
has made this nation great.
REDDY KILOWATT,
your eketrical servant.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

Suffering
with Arthritis or Rheumatic
Pains
SOMETHING CAN BE DONE
Write for FREE information to
HINSON'S INSTITUTE
108 N. 10th 8t. Elebniactd, lad.

A Tax-Paying, Se(/-Supporting Power
System
Built Up On The Free Enterprise Plan

